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Seeking information about
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Look no further than the 
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Directory 2008/9 

ON SALE NOW
This comprehensive A4 
directory gives details of all
Catholic Schools throughout
England & Wales. 80 pages of
information, split by diocese.
The schools are listed alphabetically,
showing the name of the Headteacher,
address, telephone number and (where
available) email address.

This easy to use publication will give you
information and access to schools and will
be essential reading it you are in the 
teaching profession, or contemplating
which school to send your child to.

To order your copy please complete the form below and send
it to us, with your remittance.

From time to time we may wish to inform you exclusively of other exciting promotional opportunities.
Please indicate if you do wish to be contacted Yes ■■ No ■■

PRICE
£4.70
includes 

p&p

081495949

Bulletin launching 7th September 2009
to all Catholic schools in Great Britain

Placing your recruitment advert in the CER will also
give you:-

•  Free advertisements in the Universe
•  Discounted advertisements in the Catholic Times
•  Free subscriptions to the Universe for 

your school
•  Free advertisements on totalcatholic.com

For more information email
cer@totalcatholic.net
or call 0161 488 1743

A brand new option for
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TV series
brings the  

Bible to life

SITTING between Kim and Aggie
and listening to them talk about
their series How Clean Is Your

House? is not unlike watching a tennis
match at high speed. 

Back and forth and back and forth, you
can only attempt to keep up with what
they’re saying, as the cleaning stars have a
habit of finishing each other’s sentences. 

“It’s so gross and I also think people at
home go, ‘Well I might be dirty but I’m not
that bad’,” says Aggie on why the show’s
been such a success. “Well, they’re all
voyeurs, aren’t they,” adds Kim, looking
exactly like she does on the show, albeit
the tight blonde bun’s been replaced with
a tight ponytail. 

“There’s a lot to takeaway from it...”
continues Aggie. 

“Then there’s the flirtation, the science,
the happy ending,” adds Kim. “All ages
watch it, from little ones to...”

“Oh yeah, kids are mad for it particular-
ly little boys, it’s just weird, from the age
of three, they’re transfixed, it’s amazing,”
says Aggie. And on they go.

Now back for its sixth series, How Clean
Is Your House? first stamped its mark on TV
in 2003 when Kim Woodburn, 67, and 
Aggie Mackenzie, 54, quickly established
themselves as the nation’s favourite 
cleaning duo.

Their unique approach to rehabilitating

some of the grubbiest householders in
Britain won them a legion of fans and
they’ve even succeeded where many have
failed, by cracking America.

“We had our photo all along Sunset
Strip,” says Kim. “We got out of the car
didn’t we, to take pictures?” “I know, it
was so embarrassing,” Aggie says, laughing
and putting her head in her hands. 

Aggie’s Scottish lilt may be recognisable,
but today, dressed in a floral summer
dress, she looks far more glamorous than
when she’s sporting the frumpy white coat
and glasses in the show. 

Back to track down filth offenders with
their arsenal of half lemons, bottles of
vinegar and jars of bicarbonate of soda, the
ladies have also got in store a few new
surprises this series, such as their ‘Road-
side Surgery’.

“We go to a local shopping centre and
set up shop and people bring bits and bobs
for us to clean,” explains Aggie. 

They also graphically reveal the 
terrifying truth about the filth that lurks
in our homes. 

“We show what happens to a 
mattress over ten years, by throwing
liquids on it and solids, so people really
understand that they don’t clean it or
change it, this is what’s going to hap-
pen. We do the same thing with a car,
a giant toothbrush, a sofa, highchair...”

“The crowd found it very interest-
ing, didn’t they?” says Kim in hushed
tones that make anything she says
sound like she’s imparting some juicy
gossip. “I think it was a nice thing to
do, it got through to people.”

“It is shocking,” says Aggie, “but it
shows people that, even if you can’t see

it, it doesn’t mean it’s not there.”
The two are used to being 

recognised. Ask if they mind being 
approached though, and you’re met
with two different reactions. “I love
it,” says Kim, just as Aggie rather less
enthusiastically, says, “I don’t mind”.

“Because it’s such a feel-good 
programme, I see people smiling when
they see me – it’s so nice actually to be
emitting that positive energy,” adds 
Aggie. “Are you kidding? It’s lovely,”
agrees Kim. “It’s smashing.”
In this new series, Kim and Aggie give
private tuition in home hygiene to a
group of students, debug a bachelor
pad that is bursting with creepy-
crawlies and seek the blessing of a 

Hindu priest as they prepare to purge
a house that hasn’t been cleaned in
more than 20 years.

Asked if there were any particular
horrors that stood out this series, Kim
says, “Lots!” before throwing her head
back with a dramatic laugh.

There is something voyeuristic
about the programme that appeals to
viewers and it always begs the 
question as to how people allow 
themselves to get into such a state.
Kim and Aggie are none the wiser. 
“Och, who knows, it’s so complex, so
complex...” says Aggie.

“We don’t know, lovey,” continues
Kim. “You know what? They’re nice
people. I don’t understand how they

The nation’s favourite grime-busting
duo, Kim Woodburn and Aggie
Mackenzie, don their marigolds once
again in a new series of How Clean Is
Your House, which started on August
13, Channel 4. 
They talk to Susan Griffin about their
new series, the joys of half lemons and
bi-carb of soda and the filthiest houses
they’ve tackled yet.

can live like that but they wouldn’t
harm anyone, honestly. We see the
house before we meet the owner and
you build yourself up and say, ‘Oh this
is awful, wait ‘til I see them’ and then
they walk in and you think ‘Ahh’.
They’ve got themselves into a bit of a
mess and with a bit of luck we’ll get
them out.”

Kim is the real deal. With 52 years of
hard graft and cleaning experience 
behind her, when she auditioned for
the show, she was earning just £1,000
a month licking homes into shape.
Aggie, meanwhile, had started her 
career working for MI6 (and is now
bound by the Official Secrets Act for
life) but was a household journalist
when she was asked to screen test for
How Clean Is Your House?
“We were very different, like chalk and
cheese but when that camera rolls we
know exactly how to interact with one
another,” says Aggie. 

Why cleanliness is
next to Godliness

The UK’s
Queens of
clean: Kim and
Aggie get to work
on cleaning the
UK’s filthiest
houses in their
new series of
How Clean is
Your House?
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OVER the past few
decades, the values of
our society have shift-
ed and changed, one

result is that today’s children
struggle to find appropriate,
positive role models. 

But this generation of children still
needs to experience heroic deeds,
selfless acts and positive behaviour
and in the past much of this has
come through our shared culture,
often from our Judeo-Christian
origins.

This need prompted David and
Alison Dorricott to work with a
group of highly creative and very
experienced film and TV 
professionals, to produce Friends and
Heroes, an animated TV series. “We
wanted to provide children with 
genuinely admirable heroic role
models by showing them stories
from the Bible in a modern and 
relevant way – through TV,” said
David Dorricott. “By setting Bible
stories in living contexts among the
people who kept them alive children

not only see and hear the stories but
also understand their meaning and
how they can apply them in their
own lives.”

Based in a fascinating and 
turbulent period of history – the first
century AD – Friends and Heroes is
an animated adventure series which
weaves both Old and New 
Testament stories into the pro-
grammes. It entertains, educates and

informs the viewers, introducing
some of them to Bible heroes for
the first time. 

Friends and Heroes is the tale of
two young people, Macky and Por-
tia, whose idealism and friendship
leads them across the ancient world.
They travel from the fabled Egyptian
port of Alexandria to the besieged
city of Jerusalem and finally to the
very heart of the Empire: Rome. 

As they fight for justice and their
very survival against the might of the
Roman Empire they become friends
and then, in turn, heroes. 

The fictional adventure stories are
told in 2D animation and the Bible
stories are all shown in superb 
computer-generated 3D animation
which means that children can easily
tell the difference between the two.

The show’s heroes appeal 
strongly to today’s children; they are
attractive, inspirational, very real
characters.

They are funny and brave and
don’t always get things right! They
face similar issues and dilemmas to
those faced by many youngsters 
today. Their experiences and the
stories they tell help foster respect
for, and kindness to, others as well
as encouraging tolerance.

The creators of the series 
recognised that to fulfil their aim of
introducing a new generation of 
children to the important stories of
the Bible, their material had to be
acceptable to the ‘mainstream’

IN REVIEW: FILMS

G-Force
Certificate PG

WHO you gonna call? G-Force!
No, those ghosts hunters

haven’t returned from the 1980s,
the world is now turning to a new
breed (literally) of crime fighters
to thwart the plans of sinister
moguls and villains and various
ne’er do wells. That’s right, the
guinea pigs are here to save us.

In this exciting 3-D fantasy 
family adventure, which combines
live action and animation, a team
of three crack guinea pigs aided
by a mole, work to foil the plans of
a sinister industrialist (played by
compulsory Brit bad guy Bill
Nighy) bent on world domination. 

Obviously, these aren’t just run-
of-the-mill guinea pigs: they have
all been trained and equipped as
government agents by an 
innovative scientist (Zach 
Galifianakis). Each has special
skills, ranging from explosives to
karate, which they bring to bear
while undertaking their deadly
mission.

With voices supplied by 
Hollywood A-listers Sam Rockwell,
Tracy Morgan and Penelope Cruz,
with Nicholas Cage as the mole,
this exuberant, at times 
spectacular, rodent romp is pure
family fun. The crime-fighting
team is aided by an enthusiastic
but inept pet-store guinea pig
(voiced by Jon Favreau), and act as
an improvised family, sustained by
co-operation, self-sacrifice and for-
giveness. 

These are positive lessons for all
but the most impressionable 
viewers, who might be frightened
by repeated scenes of peril –
though with happy endings all
round, there’s nothing to get
unduly concerned about. 

FAVOURITE HYMNS
by Derrick Hanson

The twelve volumes in this series cover some of the many thousands of hymns
written during the last 450 years. Their meaning and general background is
explained, accompanied by biographical details of the authors and/or 
composers, relevant photographs and, where appropriate, the historical 
setting. Each book has its own complimentary CD of the hymn music included.

Favourite Hymns: More Favourite Hymns
Hymns for Christmas: The Hymns of Charles Wesley

Hymns for Special Occasions: Hymns of Our Time
Hymns of the Great Composers: Poetry in Hymns

Hymns and Prayers: Scripture in Hymns
Hymns of the Victorian Era: Hymns of the Twentieth Century

For an illustrated leaflet, please contact 
Grasshopper Publishing Ltd., Box 95, Liverpool L37 7WX 

or Tel: 01704-874040, or you can find more information on the website at
www.grasshopperpublishing.ltd.uk

John H. Newman
(1801-90) 
academic, highly
influential in his time;
in later life 
appointed Cardinal

Isaac Watts
(1674-1748)
still widely sung 
today - ‘the father of
English Hymnody’ 

Fred Pratt Green 
(1903-2000)
prolific hymn-writer
and poet, and a man
of our time

Charles Wesley 
(1707-88)
the author of over
6,500 hymns; 
co-founder of
Methodism         
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Finding positive role models for children can
be a difficult task in modern society – with
many of those they look up to showing
themselves to be leading less than ideal lives.
Husband and wife team David and Alison
Dorricott have changed this, however, with
the creation of an exciting series of cartoons
called Friends and Heroes. Set in first century
AD and starring history’s greatest hero, Jesus,
it’s a historical epic that has won plaudits
round the globe. EEmmmmaa  CCllaannccyy reports.

broadcasters, not just those broadcasting
Christian material. 

By working with an experienced BBC TV
producer in the early days, they hoped that
the BBC would chose to show the 
programmes when finished. Eventually, five
years after the project started, the BBC did
show Friends and Heroes Series One 
recognising that it was appropriate for all 
children, whatever their faith!

Although Friends and Heroes was intended
as entertainment, aiming to involve children
to the extent that they come back for more,
it is so well researched and educational that
the BBC showed it in their Schools TV 
programming. This allowed the show to
reach children who otherwise wouldn’t hear
Bible stories anywhere else. This, in turn, led
to the creation of Key Stage 2 (7-11 year
olds) school lessons and pupil worksheets
based on the programmes. The lessons are
easy to use and all the information is provid-
ed, allowing even non-specialist teachers to
deliver exciting and interactive RE lessons. 

Hundreds of schools, including many
Catholic schools, now use them as part of
their RE teaching and the feedback is that

boys in particular, many of whom are often
not highly engaged in RE, really get involved
in Friends and Heroes.

Many churches now use the related Bible
lessons in their children’s ministry often
through mid-week clubs and sessions. Each
lesson is based on the Bible stories and
themes of the Friends and Heroes episodes. 

A further aim of David and Alison’s was to
create a programme which would be seen by
children all over the world and that’s why
Friends and Heroes is currently being dubbed
into ten strategic languages: Arabic; Chinese;
French; German; Hindi; Korean; Portuguese;
Russian and Spanish. Series One is being
shown regularly in the USA and Canada and
it also broadcasts in the Middle East, Korea,
Guatemala, Taiwan and Italy!

Feedback on the impact the programme
has had around the world is flowing in from
children, their parents and educators, and the
programme makers have picked up many 
international awards, too.

One grandparent said: “I love it, and want
to give it to my grandchildren. It is hard to
find Christian programmes on TV. Thank you
very much – keep more coming.” 

All 39 episodes are now available on DVD
but the team is still creating additional 
material. 

“Our latest release is the Bright Sparks Party
Pack, which gives churches and others
enough material to run a very exciting party
which is ideal for October 31 as a more 
Godly alternative to Halloween, but can be
used on other occasions, too,” said Alison. 

“Starting with the showing of Friends and
Heroes Episode 3, there are plenty of 
activities, games, quizzes and other dynamic,
fun ideas in the pack. We even suggest the
kind of food you might serve!”

You can learn more about Friends and 
Heroes from www.friendsandheroes.com.
Children will also love www.friendsand
heroes.tv, which is their own special website
with games, puzzles, colouring sheets and
much more.

Meet the heroes
the whole family
can applaud

Our 
heroes:
Cartoon
creators
Alison
and David
Dorricott
with
some of
the stars
from their
series

Our star: Superb 3D graphic render Jesus
alive in the series

3D: Friends and Heroes is
a clever mixture of 
traditonal 2D animation
for the scenes involving
Macky and Portia, and 3D
scenes from the Bible 
(left and above)
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